
FANBASE
Mobile

Celebrities need it- Fans want it!



FANBASE Mobile APP

FANBASE Mobile is the first and only 
Social Scheduling platform to offer 
Celebrities, Promoters, Agents, and 
Influencers, a platform to not only 
market their events to their fans, but 
generate mass amounts of residual 
income by using our new proprietary 
“Freelance Pay Per View” feature.



FANBASE Mobile APP 
THE CONCEPT

We’ve created a universal calendaring 
platform that allows Celebrities to 
post their professional schedules and 
upcoming events so their fans can 
follow, save, and even purchase 
upcoming Live Stream events.  



WHO IS CONSIDERED
A CELEBRITY

Actors, Musicians, Comedians, 
Pro-Athletes, Influencers, 

Writers, Fitness Professionals, 
Organizations, Racing Teams, 

and even Politicians!  
If you have a 

following, you can
register on

FANBASE Mobile.



HOW FANBASE Mobile APP WORKS

CELEBRITIES
Register as a Celebrity to create and publish events on their public calendar.  They 
create separate Live Stream events, and they set the price!  Track the sales in real-
time and collect residual income for past events that will be available On Demand 
to their fans.

FANS
Register as a Fan and follow your favorite Celebrity calendars.  Save upcoming 
events as a reminder, or purchase a Live Streamed events and view exclusive 
content only available on FANBASE Mobile.

ADMINISTRATORS
Register as an administrator, and if you have been assigned administrative rights, 
you will be able to manage your Celebrities calendar from your personal mobile 
device.



Calendar 
Create, publish, and show your 
fans where you’re going to be.  
Deliver exclusive content and 
get paid.

Search
Search for your favorite 
Celebrities and save upcoming 
events.



Follow
Follow your favorite Celebrity 
calendars and be notified of 
new events or updates in real-
time.

Events
See all the event details and 
media.  Get notified of 
arrivals!



Pay Per View
Purchase upcoming Live Events 
or On Demand videos.

Notifications
Stay up to date on Celebrities 
you’re following and never 
miss an event.



Numbers don’t lie

45% of live video audiences would pay for 
live, exclusive, on-demand video from a 
favorite team, speaker, or performer.

Behind-the-scenes access is a huge draw for 
87% of audiences, who would prefer to watch 
online vs. on traditional television if it meant 
more behind-the-scenes content.

Video on social media generates 1200% 
more shares than text and images combined.
Online video is about 50% of all mobile 
traffic.



FOLLOW US @FANBASEMOBILEAPP
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